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Abstract
Background: To investigate the microRNA (miRNA)-gene interactions underlying leukocyte functions and
characteristics, especially the potential serum biomarkers, implicated in the traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM)-de�ned Pi-qi-de�ciency syndrome (PQDS) and Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome (PDHS) resulting from
chronic atrophic gastritis (CAG).

Methods: Using RNA/miRNA-sequencing approach, we identi�ed the syndrome-speci�c miRNAs and
genes in leukocytes or serums, and further analyzed their functions and pathways to decode their
potential roles in contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes. Especially, we validated
the syndrome (Zheng)-speci�c miRNA-gene interactions to explorer their roles for the characteristic and
functional changes of leukocytes. Also, we evaluated the possibility of location of syndrome-speci�c
miRNAs into plasma exosomes, and analyzed their validated targets to reveal their potential roles in the
body.

Results: Compared with healthy control population, we found that despite being the TCM-de�ned
syndromes resulting from the same disease of CAG, the Zheng-speci�c genes and miRNAs were not
same. The PDHS-speci�c leukocyte genes were mainly involved in defense and immune responses, and
enriched in neutrophil degranulation and nucleotide-binding-oligomerisation-domains (NOD)-like receptor
signaling pathways, as well as several synapses-related pathways. The expression upregulation of PDHS-
speci�c genes enriched in the neutrophil degranulation pathway, indicated the enhanced leukocyte
degranulation activation in the PDHS. The PQDS-speci�c genes in leukocytes were implicated in
in�ammatory response, extracellular matrix (ECM) organization and collagen catabolism. They could be
enriched in mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling, IL17 signaling and helper T (Th) cell
differentiation pathways, especially the pathways associated with cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and
communication such as ECM-receptor interaction, cell adhesion molecules (CAM) and ECM organization,
probably directly contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the PQDS. Also, the
experimentally-supported miRNA-gene interactions, concerned with the targets of COL4A2 (collagen, type
IV, alpha 2), COL26A1 (collagen, type XXVI, alpha 1), SPP1 (secreted phosphoprotein 1) and PROCR
(endothelial protein C receptor), were speci�cally implicated in the regulation of pathways related to cell-
to-cell adhesion/junction and communication, suggesting the potential roles of the PQDS-speci�c miRNA-
gene interactions for the characteristic and functional changes of leukocytes in the PQDS. Interestingly,
the PQDS-speci�c miRNAs in the serums and the corresponding leukocytes, seemed to have the common
roles in contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the TCM-de�ned PQDS of CAG.
Importantly, the hsa-miR-122-5p could be a potential biomarker candidate for the TCM-de�ned PQDS,
capable of being contained and carried in plasma exosomes and especially much higher expression in
both the leukocytes and corresponding serums in the CAG patients with PQDS rather than PDHS.

Conclusions: These results may provide new insights into the characteristic and functional changes of
leukocytes in the two TCM syndromes, PDHS and PQDS, especially the miRNA-mediated gene regulation
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underlying leukocyte characteristics and functions, with potential leukocyte and serum biomarkers for
future application in integrative medicine.

Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT02915393. Registered on September 17, 2016.

Background
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is an ancient medical practice system with the longest history in
Asia, playing an important role in people’s healthcare and getting more popular in western countries
nowdays [4]. The basic theories of TCM contain the rich integrated thoughts, and dialectical thinking is
just the essence of TCM. Zheng (meaning TCM syndrome), is an integral and essential part of TCM
theory [22, 23]. It is a thousand-year-old key diagnostic concept in TCM, de�ned as a pattern of symptoms
and physical signs in a patient at a speci�c stage during the course of a disease [3, 22, 23]. A TCM-
de�ned syndrome of disease is identi�ed through the four-diagnostic methods, with a certain degree of
subjectivity and ambiguity from the TCM practitioners [4]. It is the pattern of syndrome that determines
the TCM diagnosis of diseases, illuminating what treatment options may be available and should be
prescribed for patients.

Interestingly, most patients with chronic atrophic gastritis (CAG) were usually diagnosed with two
different TCM syndromes, Pi-qi-de�ciency syndrome (PQDS) or Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome (PDHS) [19,
25]. Thus, PQDS and PDHS seem to be two commonly occurring TCM syndrome among CAG patients [9,
12]. However, little is known about the biological basis of TCM-de�ned PQDS and PDHS, especially the
molecular characteristics of the two syndromes. Recent advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS)-
based technology, enable the multi-omics analyses of human diseases, notably the discovery of disease-
related biomarkers by analyzing tissue or cell-speci�c transcripts including coding RNAs and non-coding
RNAs [8, 14]. MicroRNA (miRNA), a type of endogenous small (20–24 nt) non-coding RNAs, mediates
regulation of gene expression at the post-transcriptional level via inhibiting translation of messenger RNA
(mRNA) or by inducing the degradation of speci�c mRNA [1, 2]. Many miRNAs were identi�ed as
biomarkers for different human diseases [16, 26, 27], but it is not clear whether miRNAs can serve as the
potential prognostic and diagnostic biomarkers for TCM-de�ned syndromes and diseases, particular the
possible miRNA-mRNA interaction networks implicated in maintaining the clinical TCM syndromes.

Thus, in this work, based on the NGS-based miRNA sequencing (miRNA-seq) and RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq) approach, using the control population (healthy individuals, n = 5), we not only analyzed the
differentially expressed miRNAs and genes in the leukocytes of individuals from different patient
populations, but also identi�ed the differential circulating miRNAs in serums of them. The patient
populations consisted of case population 1 (CAG patients with PDHS, n = 5) and case population 2 (CAG
patients with PQDS, n = 5). The speci�c miRNAs and genes identi�ed in a certain case population are
probably Zheng (syndrome)-speci�c, and we explore their potential roles in contributing to the
characteristics and functions of leukocytes, which may be implicated in the TCM diagnosis syndromes
(PQDS or PDHS) among CAG patients. In addition, the interaction network analyses of the Zheng-speci�c
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genes-corresponding proteins were performed to detail the physical and functional protein-protein
associations. We especially detailed the Zheng-speci�c miRNAs-mediated regulation of Zheng-speci�c
genes in leukocytes based on the experimentally-supported miRNA-target interactions. Also, we evaluated
the possibility of location of Zheng-speci�c miRNAs into a plasma exosome, and analyzed their validated
targets for the exosome-contained miRNAs to reveal their potential roles when traveling throughout the
body.

Materials And Methods

Ethics approval
The project has been registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02915393). The protocols have been approved
(JDF-IRB-2016031002) by the Institutional Review Board of Dongfang hospital, the a�liated hospital of
Beijing University of Chinese Medicine (Beijing, China). All the methods were performed in accordance
with the relevant guidelines and regulations. Participants were informed of the purpose, general contents,
and data use of the study, and they all signed the informed consent.

Participants
All the subjects, detailed in Supplemental Table S1, were recruited at the hepatobiliary and
gastroenterological outpatient’s department of Dongfang hospital. The modern medical diagnosis of CAG
was dependent on the CAG pathological diagnosis and grading standards, “China Chronic Gastritis
Consensus”, which was proposed in Shanghai, 2012 [7]. The TCM syndrome (PQDS or PDHS) diagnosis
of CAG patients were based on the “Guiding Principle for Clinical Research on New Drugs of Traditional
Chinese Medicine” published in 2002 [28]. The experimental design and route, including inclusion and
exclusion criteria for the subjects in this study, were detailed in the supplementary methods.

Leukocytes and serums
Following overnight fasting, blood samples (10 mL) were obtained from each individual by venipuncture
into the additive-free blood collection tubes between 8 AM and 9 AM. Blood samples (5 mL) were incubated
at 25℃ for 2 hours, and the supernatant (serum) was collected and preserved at -80℃. Also, the rest
blood samples (5 mL) were used to isolate leukocytes using the lymphocyte separation reagent
(Solarbio) according to the manufacture’s instruction.

RNA sequencing and miRNA sequencing
RNA sequencing and miRNA-sequencing for the leukocyte and serum samples in this study, were
performed by OEbiotech company (Shanghai, China). The detailed descriptions for the NGS-based
sequencing are provided in the Supplemental Methods.

Identi�cation of the differentially expressed miRNAs and
genes
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The expression levels of miRNAs and genes, including the novel miRNAs discovered in this study, were
standardized and respectively indicated using TPM (transcripts per million, the number of reads per
miRNA alignment/the total number of mapped reads × 106) and FPKM (fragments per kilobase of exon
model per million mapped reads). The identi�cation of differential miRNAs and genes between groups
and the P-value calculations were performed using the R package of DESeq [13]. The differential miRNAs
and genes among groups were �ltered (P-value < 0.05 & |log2(fold change) ≥ 1|).

Expression pattern clustering
Hierarchical clustering (HCL)-based expression analyses of differential miRNAs and genes were
performed by the well-known Cluster software (v3.0), and the TreeView package (v1.1.6) was used to
preview and generate the HCL analysis-based heatmaps [6].

Target prediction of miRNA
The validated target genes of the differential miRNAs were directly retrieved from the TarBase v7.0, a
released database collecting the experimentally supported miRNA-gene interactions, both in vivo and in
vitro [21].

Function and pathway enrichment analysis
The gene ontology (GO) function enrichment analysis of differential genes, were performed using the
popular DAVID tool v6.8 [10]. The pathway enrichment analysis of differential genes was conducted
using the well-updated KOBAS v3.0 [24]. Particularly, the function and pathway enrichment analyses of
the validated target genes of miRNAs, were used by the DIANA tool which is based on the cooperation of
the previously-mentioned database (TarBase v7.0) and the mirPath v3.0 (a miRNA pathway analysis web
server deciphering miRNA function with experimental support) [15, 20].

Interaction network analysis
The interaction network of the differential genes-corresponding proteins, were created using the online
STRING database v11.0 [18]. Especially, the obtained interaction networks were further modi�ed and
integrated using the popular Cytoscape (package v3.7.1) [17].

Evaluating the possibility of location of a miRNA into a
plasma exosome
We especially analyzed weather a miRNA could be encapsuled and carried in a human plasma exosome
to function in more recipient cells throughout the body, based on the well-updated ExoCarta exosome
database that collecting and characterizing the human plasma-derived exosomal RNAs by deep
sequencing [11].

Results
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Differential genes and miRNAs identi�ed in leukocytes and
serums
Compared with the control population (healthy individuals, n = 5), 186 and 196 differential genes, as well
as 30 and 72 differential miRNAs, were respectively identi�ed in the leukocytes from two case
populations, including the CAG patients with PDHS (n = 5) and CAG patients with PQDS (n = 5) (Fig. 1A;
Supplemental Table S2-5). Besides, total 52 and 99 differential miRNAs were respectively found in the
serums of the CAG patients with PDHS and PQDS (Fig. 1A; Supplemental Table S6 and 7). We particularly
performed hierarchical clustering (HCL) expression analyses of the differential genes and miRNAs which
were discovered in the leukocytes and serums from the three populations (Fig. 1B-D). The HCL showed
that the expression pro�les of differential miRNAs in the leukocytes of individuals in the same population
clustered well together, distinguished from those in other populations (Fig. 1B). Interestingly, the miRNA
termed hsa-miR-122-5p, was observed to be the common differential miRNAs in the leukocytes and
serums of the CAG patients with PQDS (Fig. 1B and D).

The Zheng-speci�c genes and miRNAs
The Zheng-speci�c genes in this study mean the differential genes and miRNAs which were observed in
the individuals only with the TCM-de�ned PQDS or PDHS, excluding their common differential genes and
miRNAs. Thus, the PQDS-speci�c genes and miRNAs were found only in the CAG patients with PQDS
rather than PDHS. As indicated (Fig. 1A), 155 genes and 66 miRNAs (40 were novel), were PQDS-speci�c
in the leukocytes, including the additional 84 PQDS-speci�c miRNAs (51 were novel) in the serums. Also,
145 genes and 24 miRNAs (12 were novel) were PDHS-speci�c in the leukocytes, and 37 PDHS-speci�c
miRNAs (21 were novel) were discovered in the serums (Fig. 1A).

Gene ontology functions of the Zheng-speci�c genes and
miRNAs
The gene ontology (GO) function-based enrichment analyses were performed to investigate the possible
functions of the above-mentioned Zheng-speci�c genes and miRNAs. As revealed (rich factor ≥ 0.035 &
count ≥ 3), the PDHS-speci�c leukocyte genes were associated with the biological processes including
defense response to virus, immune and innate immune response (Fig. 2A left). The PQDS-speci�c genes
were mainly related to the biological processes such as in�ammatory response, collagen catabolism and
extracellular matrix (ECM) organization (Fig. 2A right).

Moreover, for the biological processes of the validated targets of syndrome-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs, it
was observed that the validated targets of the PDHS-speci�c and PQDS-speci�c miRNAs could be
implicated in the common biological processes including response to stress, gene expression, mitotic cell
cycle, cell death, catabolic process, cellular protein modi�cation process and cellular nitrogen compound
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metabolic process (Fig. 2B). The targets of the PDHS-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs were also involved in
negative regulation of apoptotic process (Fig. 2B left). Notably, the targets of the PQDS-speci�c leukocyte
miRNAs were enriched in more additional biological processes such as mRNA metabolism, neurotrophin
biosynthesis, neurotrophin tyrosine kinase (TRK) receptor signaling, macromolecular complex assembly,
membrane organization, nucleobase-containing compound catabolism, cellular protein metabolic
process, small molecule metabolic process (Fig. 2B right).

In particular, for the biological processes enriched by the validated targets of syndrome-speci�c serum
miRNAs, we discovered that the targets of the PDHS-speci�c or PQDS-speci�c serum miRNAs were also
associated with the above-mentioned processes which were enriched by the corresponding PDHS-speci�c
or PQDS-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs (Fig. 2B and C), but the PDHS-speci�c serum miRNAs seemed to be
involved in more additional biological processes than the PDHS-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs (Fig. 2B and C
left). These results suggested the potential common roles of syndrome-speci�c miRNAs in the leukocytes
or serums in contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the TCM-de�ned syndrome
of PDHS and PQDS.

Enriched pathways of the Zheng-speci�c genes and
miRNAs
The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway-based enrichment analyses were
performed to decode the potential pathways of the Zheng-speci�c genes and miRNAs. The results
showed that the PDHS-speci�c genes in the leukocytes were enriched in the pathways related to
serotonergic, glutamatergic and dopaminergic synapse, including the nucleotide-binding oligomerization
domain (NOD)-like receptor signaling pathway (Fig. 3A left; Supplemental Fig. S1-4). The PQDS-speci�c
genes in the leukocytes were mainly involved in the pathways containing ECM-receptor interaction, cell
adhesion molecules (CAMs), helper T (Th)1 and Th2 cell differentiation, Th17 cell differentiation,
Interleukine (IL)17 signaling, cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) signaling, arachidonic acid metabolism and protein digestion and absorption (Fig. 3A right;
Supplemental Fig. S5-12).

In addition, concerning the enriched pathways of the validated targets of Zheng-speci�c miRNAs in the
leukocytes, we found that the targets of the PDHS-speci�c and PQDS-speci�c miRNAs were both
implicated in ECM-receptor interaction pathway (Fig. 3B), but the targets of the PQDS-speci�c miRNAs
were involved in the additional pathways such as fatty acid biosynthesis, chronic myeloid leukemia,
hippo signaling, proteoglycans in cancer and central carbon metabolism in cancer (Fig. 3B right).

Especially, regarding the potential pathways of the validated targets of Zheng-speci�c miRNAs in the
serums, the targets of the PDHS-speci�c and PQDS-speci�c miRNAs were both associated with the
pathways including fatty acid biosynthesis, lysine degradation and proteoglycans in cancer (Fig. 3C). The
targets of PDHS-speci�c miRNAs were also involved in other pathways related to adherent junction and
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cancer (Fig. 3C left). The targets of PQDS-speci�c miRNAs were specially implicated in several additional
pathways such as ECM-receptor interaction, fatty acid metabolism, forkhead box protein O (foxO)
signaling, chronic myeloid leukemia, cell cycle, p53 signaling, central carbon metabolism in cancer,
colorectal cancer and transcriptional misregulation in cancer (Fig. 3C right). Interestingly, the targets of
the PQDS-speci�c serum miRNAs were enriched in more pathways, covering almost all the enriched
pathways of the targets of PQDS-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs (Fig. 3B and C right), which suggested the
possible common roles of these miRNAs in contributing to the characteristics and functions of
leukocytes in the CAG patients with PQDS.

Interaction networks of Zheng-speci�c genes
The interaction networks of the syndrome-speci�c leukocyte genes were carefully created (Fig. 4). The
generated networks not only detail the possible interactions between each node gene (edge thickness
indicates interaction strength of data support), but also visually present the expression pattern of each
node gene (node shade of green or red relies on degree of down-regulation or up-regulation of gene
expression). Node size depends on the number of miRNAs which were experimentally validated targeting
to the corresponding node gene, and the number is particularly displayed in the corresponding gene node.
Especially, several enriched pathways were highlighted and annotated in the resultant networks. As
shown (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Fig. S13; Supplemental Table S8), several pathways, including neutrophil
degranulation (reactome), NOD-like receptor signaling, serotonergic synapse, dopaminergic synapse and
glutamatergic synapse, were specially marked in the interaction network of the PDHS-speci�c genes.
Obviously, 15 up-regulated genes were enriched in neutrophil degranulation pathway, indicating the active
and enhanced neutrophil degranulation in the CAG patients with TCM-de�ned PDHS. Each of the genes,
NBEA (neurobeachin), MTCL1 (microtubule cross-linking factor 1) and TRIB1 (TRIBbles homolog 1), kept
a corresponding PDHS-speci�c miRNA regulator.

In addition, in the interaction network of the PQDS-speci�c genes (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Fig. S14;
Supplemental Table S9), several genes were related to arachidonic acid metabolism pathway. In
particular, the genes keeping more complex interaction relationships with each other, were specially
enriched in MAPK signaling pathway and Th cell differentiation pathway, especially the pathways
implicated in cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and communication such as CAMs, ECM-receptor interaction,
ECM-organization and cell surface interactions at the vascular wall. Notably, the genes for the cross-
talking between these pathways, including COL4A2 (collagen, type IV, alpha 2), COL26A1 (collagen, type
XXVI, alpha 1), SPP1 (secreted phosphoprotein 1), FOS (proto-oncogene c-Fos) and PROCR, underwent
regulation of the PQDS-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs. These results suggested that the PQDS-speci�c
miRNAs had potential roles in the regulation of cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and communication,
contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the CAG patients with TCM-de�ned
PQDS.
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The Zheng-speci�c miRNA-gene interactions
Based on the Zheng-speci�c genes and miRNAs discovered in this work (Fig. 1A), especially the
experimentally-supported miRNA-gene interactions, the interaction networks were particularly generated
to detail the Zheng-speci�c miRNA-gene interaction pairs and visually presented the expression patterns
of miRNA and gene in each interaction pair (Fig. 5A). As shown, three miRNA-gene interaction pairs were
contained in the PDHS-speci�c miRNA-gene interaction network (Fig. 5A right; Supplemental Table S10),
but there were 21 miRNA-gene interaction pairs for the PQDS-speci�c miRNA-gene interaction network
(Fig. 5A left; Supplemental Table S11). Based on the gene functional information from the GeneCards
human gene database (https://www.genecards.org), we found that the PQDS-speci�c miRNA-gene pairs
seemed to be implicated in immunity, cancer, development and mentalism (Fig. 5A left). The further
pathway enrichment analyses also indicated that these PQDS-speci�c miRNA-gene interactions could link
with the pathways related to cancer and immunity, and notably there was multiple crosstalk mediated by
the common targets among these pathways (Fig. 5B). The enriched pathways included the immune
pathways, such as Th1 and Th2 cell differentiation, toll-like receptor signaling, and PI3K
(phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase)-Akt (serine/threonine-protein kinase) signaling. Especially, the focal
adhesion and ECM-receptor interaction pathways were involved in cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and
communication, probably contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the CAG
patients with TCM-de�ned PQDS.

In addition, for the miRNAs belonging to the miRNA-gene interaction pairs, two heatmaps were specially
generated to pro�le their expression in the leukocytes and serums of individuals from different
populations. Particularly, using the ExoCarta exosome database [11], we analyzed weather these miRNAs
could be contained and carried in the plasma exosome (Fig. 5C). As indicated, although the syndrome-
speci�c leukocyte miRNAs kept high levels in the leukocytes, they almost couldn’t be found in the
corresponding serums. Interestingly, hsa-miRNA-122-5p, a PQDS-speci�c miRNA discovered both in
leukocytes and serums (Fig. 1A), kept much higher expression both in leukocytes and the corresponding
serums (Fig. 5C). It could target to the PQDS-speci�c leukocyte genes in the above-mentioned immune
pathways, including the focal adhesion and ECM-receptor interaction pathways related to cell-to-cell
adhesion/junction and communication (Fig. 5B). Notably, there were additional experimental evidences
supporting that it could be encapsulated and carried in the plasma exosomes, suggesting it could
function as a regulator of genes in the far away recipient cells throughout the body.

Potential functional analyses of the exosome-contained
hsa-miR-122-5p
The PQDS-speci�c miRNAs, hsa-miRNA-122-5p, was capable of being encapsulated and carried in
plasma exosomes, especially keeping much higher levels both in leukocytes and serums (Figs. 5C and
6A). The plasma exosomes could transfer it into other far away recipient cells, making it function all over
the body. In order to further investigate their potential roles, we specially retrieved its target genes from
the released TarBase v7.0, a database collecting the experimentally supported miRNA-gene interactions,
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both in vitro and in vivo [15, 21]. About 1524 targets were obtained, containing 100 direct target genes
(Supplemental Table S12), and an interaction network was generated to overview the possible
interactions among them (Fig. 6B). Notably, the node genes having more interaction relationships with
other genes were just the previously-mentioned PQDS-speci�c leukocyte genes, including JAG2 (jagged-
2), COL4A2, SH3RF1 (E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase, SH3 domain containing ring �nger 1), MYOF (Myoferlin)
and PCSK6 (proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 6) (Figs. 5A and 6B). Furthermore, the pathway
enrichment analyses of all the obtained targets revealed the potential pathways implicated in multiple
human cancers, including the gastric and colorectal cancers of digestive system, and especially the
gastric cancer was usually correlated with CAG. Besides, the enriched pathways were also involved in
metabolism, autophagy, apoptosis and cell cycle (Fig. 6D). The pathways associated with transforming
growth factor (TGF)-beta signaling and chronic myeloid leukemia, indicated the exosome-contained has-
miR-122-5p might have potential roles in the regulation of leukocyte proliferation. Especially, the PI3K-Akt
signaling pathway containing much more targets of hsa-miR-122-5p, kept multiple crosstalk mediated by
the common targets with other pathways, including the focal adhesion and ECM-receptor interaction
pathways implicated in cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and communication (Figs. 5B and 6C).

Discussion
TCM was developed through thousands of years of empirical testing and re�nement. Zheng, meaning
syndrome, is a thousand-year-old key diagnostic concept in TCM [3, 22, 23]. Interestingly, two TCM-
de�ned Zhengs, PQDS and PDHS, seemed to be the commonly occurring syndromes among CAG
patients [9, 12, 19, 25]. Leukocytes, as the important immune cells throughout the body, have very crucial
roles in host defense and contribute to pathogenesis of various immune diseases. Hence, the changes in
the characteristics and functions of leukocytes may be implicated in the two TCM-de�ned Zhengs of
CAG. Based on the high throughput identi�cation of expression pro�les of genes and miRNAs in
leukocytes, including the circulating miRNAs in serums, we especially wanted to decode the miRNA-
mediated gene expression underlying the leukocyte characteristics and functions under the two TCM-
de�ned Zhengs resulting from CAG, in particular the potential miRNA biomarker candidates in the
corresponding serums.

Compared with the healthy control, the Zheng-speci�c genes and miRNAs identi�ed in leukocytes were
different for the two TCM syndromes of CAG, and the Zheng-speci�c miRNAs in the corresponding
serums were also different (Fig. 1A). Despite being the TCM-de�ned resultant Zhengs resulting from the
same disease of CAG, the Zheng-speci�c genes and miRNAs were not same. Because gene expression
determines cell’s characteristics, the Zheng-speci�c gene expression in leukocytes may induce the
speci�c alterations in the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the two TCM-de�ned Zhengs.
Function enrichment analyses showed that the PDHS-speci�c genes in leukocytes were mainly involved
in the biological processes related to defense and immune response (Fig. 2A left), but the PQDS-speci�c
genes in leukocytes were implicated in the processes such as in�ammatory response, extracellular matrix
organization and collagen catabolism (Fig. 2A right). Furthermore, the PDHS-speci�c genes were enriched
in the pathways including neutrophil degranulation (reactome), NOD-like receptor signaling, serotonergic
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synapse, glutamatergic synapse and dopaminergic synapse (Figs. 3A and 4A). The PQDS-speci�c genes
were implicated in the pathways containing protein digestion and absorption, arachidonic acid
metabolism, MAPK signaling, IL17 signaling and Th cell differentiation, especially the pathways
associated with cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and communication such as ECM-receptor interaction, cell
adhesion molecules and extracellular matrix organization (Figs. 3B and 4B). Hence, the expression
upregulation of the PDHS-speci�c genes enriched in the neutrophil degranulation pathway, indicated the
enhanced leukocyte activation in the PDHS of CAG. Notably, the PQDS-speci�c genes could be involved in
the pathways related to cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and communication, probably contributing to the
alterations in the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the PQDS of CAG. Four of the validated
PQDS-speci�c miRNA-gene interaction pairs, concerned with the targets of COL4A2, COL26A1, SPP1 and
PROCR, were implicated in the regulation of the pathways associated with cell-to-cell adhesion/junction
and communication, suggesting the potential roles of the PQDS-speci�c miRNAs in contributing to the
changes in characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the TCM-de�ned PQDS of CAG (Figs. 4B and
5A).

In addition, to detail the miRNA-mediated gene expression underlying leukocyte characteristics and
functions, total 21 pairs of PQDS-speci�c miRNA-gene interactions were identi�ed in leukocytes, related
to regulation of immunity, cancer, development and metabolism (Fig. 5A). They could link to the immune
and cancer pathways which kept multiple crosstalk mediated by the common target genes. These linked
immune pathways included Th1 and Th2 cell differentiation, toll-like receptor signaling and PI3K-Akt
signaling. Speci�cally, the focal adhesion and ECM-receptor interaction pathways could be implicated in
cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and communication, probably leding to the changes in characteristics and
functions of leukocytes in the TCM-de�ned PQDS of CAG (Fig. 5B). However, only three pairs of PDHS-
speci�c miRNA-gene interaction pairs were observed in the leukocytes, possibly because the current
datasets from the released Tarbase (a database collecting the experimentally supported miRNA-target
interactions) was limited [5, 15]. The three obtained PDHS-speci�c miRNAs targeting to TRIB1, MTCL1
and NBEA, were concern with metabolism and other functions (Fig. 5A). These results suggested again
that the Zheng-speci�c miRNAs seemed to play potential roles in the regulation of the Zheng-speci�c
genes expression, further contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the TCM-
de�ned Zhengs of CAG.

Regarding to the Zheng-speci�c miRNAs in the corresponding serums (Fig. 1A), we found that the
validated targets of the Zheng-speci�c serum miRNAs were also associated with the biological processes
enriched by the corresponding Zheng-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs (Fig. 2B and C). Besides, the PDHS-
speci�c and PQDS-speci�c serum miRNAs were both associated with the pathways including fatty acid
biosynthesis, lysine degradation and proteoglycans in cancer (Fig. 3C). The PDHS-speci�c serum miRNAs
were also involved in other pathways related to adherent junction and cancer (Fig. 3C left). The PQDS-
speci�c serum miRNAs were specially implicated in several additional pathways such as ECM-receptor
interaction, fatty acid metabolism, FoxO signaling, chronic myeloid leukemia, cell cycle, p53 signaling,
central carbon metabolism in cancer, colorectal cancer and transcriptional misregulation in cancer
(Fig. 3C right). Interestingly, the targets of PQDS-speci�c serum miRNAs could be enriched in more
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pathways, covering almost all the enriched pathways of the targets of PQDS-speci�c leukocyte miRNAs
(Fig. 3B and C right). Thereby, these PQDS-speci�c miRNAs in the serums and the corresponding
leukocytes, seemed to have the common roles in contributing to the characteristics and functions of
leukocytes in the TCM-de�ned PQDS of CAG.

Especially, the PQDS-speci�c miRNA, has-miR-122-5p, was identi�ed both in leukocytes and serums
(Fig. 1A), keeping much higher levels both in the leukocytes and the corresponding serums (Figs. 5C and
6A). Importantly, because it was capable of being encapsulated and carried in plasma exosomes, the
exosomes could transfer it into other far away recipient cells, making it function all over the body
(Fig. 5C). About 1524 validated targets were obtained from the Tarbase [5, 15], containing the PQDS-
speci�c leukocyte genes (JAG2, COL4A2, SH3RF1, MYOF and PCSK6) that kept multiple interactions with
other targets (Figs. 5A and 6B). These targets could be involved in multiple human cancers, including the
gastric and colorectal cancers of digestive system, and especially the gastric cancer that was usually
correlated with CAG (Fig. 6C and D). They were also implicated in the pathways related to metabolism,
autophagy, apoptosis and cell cycle. The enriched pathways of TGF-beta signaling and chronic myeloid
leukemia, indicated the exosome-carried has-miR-122-5p might have potential roles in regulating
leukocyte proliferation. Notably, PI3K-Akt signaling pathway containing much more targets of hsa-miR-
122-5p, held multiple crosstalk mediated by the common targets with other pathways associated with
cell-to-cell adhesion/junction and communication, such as focal adhesion and ECM-receptor interaction
(Figs. 5B and 6D). Interestingly, despite being the TCM-de�ned resultant Zhengs resulting from the same
disease of CAG, the hsa-miR-122-5p levels were speci�cally higher both in the leukocytes and serums of
individuals from the PQDS population rather than the PDHS population (Figs. 5C and 6A). These results
suggested hsa-miR-122-5p could be a potential biomarker candidate for the TCM-de�ned PDHS of CAG.

Conclusions
Despite being the two TCM-de�ned resultant Zhengs resulting from the same disease of CAG, there
seemed to be different changes in characteristics and functions of leukocytes in the two TCM Zhengs of
PDHS and PQDS. The Zheng-speci�c miRNAs seemed to play potential roles in the regulation of the
Zheng-speci�c genes expression, further contributing to the characteristics and functions of leukocytes in
the TCM-de�ned Zhengs of CAG. Especially, the PQDS-speci�c miRNAs in the serums and the
corresponding leukocytes, seemed to have the common roles in contributing to the characteristics and
functions of leukocytes in the PQDS of CAG. Importantly, hsa-miR-122-5p, speci�cally higher expression
both in the leukocytes and corresponding serums in the PQDS rather than the PDHS, could be a potential
biomarker candidate for the TCM-de�ned PDHS of CAG. These results may provide new insights into the
characteristic and functional changes of leukocytes in the two TCM Zhengs, especially the miRNA-
mediated gene regulation underlying leukocyte characteristics and functions, with potential leukocyte and
serum biomarkers for future application in integrative medicine.
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MTCL1: microtubule cross-linking factor 1;

TRIB1: TRIBbles homolog 1

FOS: proto-oncogene c-Fos;

PI3K: phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase;

Akt: serine/threonine-protein kinase;
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Figure 1

Expression pattern clustering analyses of the differential genes and miRNAs identi�ed in the PDHS and
PQDS populations. (A) Veen diagrams detailing the differential genes and miRNAs found in the
leukocytes and serums. (B) hierarchical clustering (HCL) analyses of expression pro�les of the
differential miRNAs in leukocytes. (C) HCL analyses of expression pro�les of the differential genes in
leukocytes. (D) HCL analyses of expression pro�les of the differential miRNAs in the serums.
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Abbreviations: Control, healthy individuals; PQDS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-qi-de�ciency
syndrome; PDHS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome.

Figure 2

Gene ontology (GO) function enrichment analyses of the syndrome-speci�c genes and the targets of the
syndrome-speci�c miRNAs discovered in the different case populations. (A) Bubble diagrams showing
the enriched GO function terms of PDHS-speci�c genes (left) and PQDS-speci�c genes (right) in
leukocytes. (B) Heatmaps indicating the GO function enrichment results of the validated targets of PDHS-
speci�c miRNAs (left) and PQDS-speci�c miRNAs (right) in leukocytes. The common GO terms between
the two syndromes were shown in bold font. (C) Heatmaps displaying the enriched GO function terms of
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the validated targets of PDHS-speci�c miRNAs (left) and PQDS-speci�c miRNAs (right) in serums. The
common GO terms between the two syndromes were shown in bold font. The pink highlighted GO terms
indicate the commonly enriched GO terms of the validated targets of the PDHS-miRNAs in the leukocytes
and corresponding serums. The indigo highlighted GO terms mark the commonly enriched GO terms of
the validated targets of the PQDS-miRNAs in the leukocytes and corresponding serums. Abbreviations:
PQDS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-qi-de�ciency syndrome; PDHS, chronic atrophic gastritis
patients with Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome.
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Figure 3

Pathway enrichment analyses of the syndrome-speci�c genes and the targets of the syndrome-speci�c
miRNAs identi�ed in the different case populations. (A) Bubble diagrams showing the enriched KEGG
pathways of PDHS-speci�c genes (left) and PQDS-speci�c genes (right) in leukocytes. (B) Heatmaps
indicating the KEGG pathway enrichment results of the validated targets of PDHS-speci�c miRNAs (left)
and PQDS-speci�c miRNAs (right) in leukocytes. The common pathway terms were specially shown in
bold font. (C) Heatmaps displaying the enriched KEGG pathways of the validated targets of PDHS-
speci�c miRNAs (left) and PQDS-speci�c miRNAs (right) in serums. The common pathway terms were
specially shown in bold font. The pink highlighted pathway terms indicate the commonly enriched
pathways of the validated targets of the PDHS-miRNAs in leukocytes and serums. The indigo highlighted
pathway terms mark the commonly enriched pathways of the validated targets of the PQDS-miRNAs in
leukocytes and serums. Abbreviations: PQDS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-qi-de�ciency
syndrome; PDHS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome.
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Figure 4

Interaction network analyses of the PDHS-speci�c and PQDS-speci�c genes in leukocytes. (A) The
network detailing the interactions of PDHS-speci�c genes. (B) The network generated to show
interactions of PQDS-speci�c genes. The blue number marked in a node indicates the count of the PQDS-
speci�c or PDHS-speci�c miRNAs which were validated targeting to the corresponding node gene. The
node genes-enriched pathways were specially marked in the interaction networks. Abbreviations: PQDS,
chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-qi-de�ciency syndrome; PDHS, chronic atrophic gastritis
patients with Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome.
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Figure 5

Function and pathway analyses for the experimentally supported miRNA-gene interactions in the
leukocytes from the PQDS and PDHS populations. (A) The network detailing the PQDS-speci�c and
PDHS-speci�c miRNA-gene interactions in leukocytes. The target genes having similar functions were
specially marked and grouped together. The expression levels of miRNAs and genes were visually
presented in the form of colorful nodes showing the color change (green to red) in brightness and
chromaticity. (B) The relationship network of the enriched pathways of genes belonging to the PQDS-
speci�c miRNA-gene interaction pairs. The edge between two nodes indicate there are several common
genes implicated in the nodes-labeled pathways, thus the edge thickness depends on the number of the
existed common genes. The blue arrows denoted the immune pathways containing the validated targets
of the has-miR-122-5p. (C) Clustering analyses of the expression pro�les of the miRNAs belonging to the
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experimentally supported miRNA-gene interaction pairs in different populations. Two heatmaps were
generated to pro�le the miRNAs expression in the leukocytes and serums of individuals from different
populations. Especially, if there are additional experimental evidences supporting that a listed miRNA can
be contained and carried in the plasma exosomes, it was thus specially marked with an orange circle.
Abbreviations: Control, healthy individuals; PQDS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-qi-de�ciency
syndrome; PDHS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome.

Figure 6
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Function and pathway analyses of the validated targets of the exosome-carried hsa-miR-122-5p. (A)
Boxplot graphs of expression levels of hsa-miR-122-5p in the leukocytes and serums from different
populations. (B) Overview of the interaction network of targets of hsa-miR-122-5p. The invalidated targets
of has-miR-122-5p were retrieved from the released “TarBase” collecting the experimentally supported
miRNA-gene interactions, both in vivo and in vitro. Especially, the orange nodes show the validated
targets that are also found in the PQDS-speci�c genes identi�ed in the leukocytes, including JAG2,
SH3RF1, MYOF, PCSK6 and COL4A2. (C) The relationship network of the enriched pathways of targets of
hsa-miR-122-5p. A node labeled with a pathway term, indicates an enriched pathway of targets, and the
node size depends on the number of edges linking the node. The edge between two nodes denotes that
there exist several common genes involved in the two nodes-labeled pathways, so the edge thickness
relies on the number of the existed common genes. (D) The bubble diagram generated to show the
enriched pathways of the validated targets of hsa-miR-122-5p. Abbreviations: TPM, transcripts per million
reads; Control, healthy individuals; PQDS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-qi-de�ciency
syndrome; PDHS, chronic atrophic gastritis patients with Pi-wei damp-heat syndrome.
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